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with immense labour.    Nadasty made a gallant but in-
effectual   resistance.    The  Prussians  pushed
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on and captured a battery of fourteen pieces Austrian
on a hill behind Sagschutz.    When it was too left win*
late,  Prince  Charles  saw the  error he 'had  made  in
massing troops  on his  right wing, ancl  sent battalion
upon battalion to the succour of his left.    But from the
distance they had to traverse before reaching the scene
of action, they arrived breathless and in disorder, and
were swept back with Nadasty's infantry upon Leuthen.
This village now became the key of the Austrian posi-
tion, and the battle raged about it for an hour or so with
great fury. By strenuous efforts Prince Charles
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had succeeded in wheeling his centre and right Leuthen,
round into a fresh position nearly at right December s-
angles to the first, and fronting the Prussian attack. The
hottest of the fight was in Leuthen itself, where the
church, the churchyard, and eveiy enclosure was crammed
with Austrian soldiers. The Prussian reserves were
brought up, and the enemy were driven out of Leuthen ;
but still they stood their ground behind the village,
crowded together in dense masses, and kept the Prussians
at bay by the fire , of their artillery. Then from their
right Lucchesi came up with his cavalry to attack what
seemed to him the unguarded left flank of the Prussians.
But the flank was not unguarded. In a hollow close by
Frederick had stationed Driesen with the cavalry of the
left wing, and Driesen, watching his opportunity, fell upon
the Austrian horse just as they were going to charge.
Lucchesi was killed, and his squadrons fled in confusion.
The Austrian flank and rear were now exposed, and
Driesen plunged into them and completed the ruin.
A panic ensued. The Austrians flung away Rout of the
their arms, abandoned their guns, and thought Austrians.
only of saving themselves by flight When the twilight

